COUNCIL OF NORTHERN CAVING CLUBS
British Caving Association
Reports for 23rd October 2021 Committee Meeting

Chairman’s Report
Three Counties Traverse
Great to start with news of the rst 3 Counties Traverse from Large Pot to Top Sink. A remarkable
undertaking planned and executed by the Cave Diving Group with assistance from many northern
cavers. Many weeks of preparation dives resulted in a near faultless execution on a day of perfect
diving conditions. Congratulations to Chris and Jason and all those who helped over the decades
to make this a reality. Watch out for the lm at Kendal MFF and lectures to come.
I like to think I did my bit for the project by calming down the Ingleton residents that could not
drop o their jumble sale donations at the community centre because of the massed ranks of
cavers with kit spread out on the carpark.
Aygill Cavern
The RRCPC have completed their epic engineering works at Aygill Cavern. Thank you on behalf of
all cavers who can now enjoy access to this cave which will no doubt become the focus of the
next Grand Traverse.
Wretched Rabbit.
This continues to be closed due to rock fall at the entrance/exit. A plan is slowly emerging on the
way forward.
Birkwith Caves Access
I have had a site visit with Mr Hallam and he is not yet ready to restore caving access post Covid.
He did not say “never”. I am coordinating with the YDNP and the landowners to look at a multi
activity access plan for High Birkwith which would involve some advice signage for various user
groups. This may take some of the pressure o the current situation and allow further cave access
negotiations down the line.
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Andrew Hinde - CNCC Chairman

Secretary’s Report
Very little of note to report for this meeting. There was an email vote held to seek approval for an
anchoring project on Notts Pot, which would help with the Three Counties Traverse attempt. I
received “yes” votes from the following 10 clubs, in order of when they responded: YUCPC,
WRPC, RRCPC, BPC, EPC, KCC, NB, CPC, YCC, and NPC. There were no concerns raised.
I have continued organising meeting documents and made arrangements for the current hybrid
meeting, many thanks to Gary for his support with the technical side of this. I have also continued
to manage the various email communications and questions we receive on a regular basis.
Josh Young - CNCC Secretary

Conservation O cer’s Report
It has been a quiet summer. A report of a loose boulder at Fossil Pot led to a warning on the
CNCC page. Jenny Brindle, an instructor at the Brendrigg Trust reported more gra ti at Yordas,
which she has cleaned o , and wonders whether we had any ideas for prevention in the future,
other than education, and prompt removal to give the message “we don’t do that here”. Several
volunteers have introduced themselves via the link on the CNCC website, including, most
recently, Oxford University Caving Club.

New volunteers are always welcome, for weekend or weekday working parties. No speci c skills
are necessary, but if you have them, we will do our best to make use of them. On the job training
is given as needed. Occasionally there may be the opportunity to attend a training course.
If you’d like to be placed on the mailing list to be informed of future projects, please contact Kay
Easton on conservation@cncc.org.uk, or use the link on the CNCC website.
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Kay Easton - CNCC Conservation O cer

Training O cer’s Report

2nd October 2021
Training oﬃcer report
CNCC training workshops have been going extremely well and have been received positively.
(See attached document for details of current and past workshops.)
It has been a steep learning curve, developing suitable syllabuses, and working out which
workshops were in most demand. (The most popular ones were Rescue, Rigging and Geology.)
IT
The website and booking systems have worked well. There is an occasional issue with
confirmation emails going into people’s Junk folder or not receiving them at all. The confirmation
emails have attachments, which I have now been told can cause issues. Moving forward I am
going to avoid attachments and try “Google Drive” links and see if that helps. My thanks to Gary
for all his assistance with the IT. (He is quite good at this, maybe he should think about doing it for
a living !)
SRT Kits
I was handed 4 “BCA” SRT kits for use by the CNCC (including 2 brand new Stops). The
harnesses were unfortunately “out of date” and some of the carabiners were not particularly user
friendly. £500.00 was spent on “upgrades”, this now gives us a reasonable selection of SRT
equipment for participants to try out. (Full list here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
12k9voEmlUZ6DDzBdunYUbiMgUYdILR8dIZQCxB78gIU/edit)
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We also hire out full kits at £10.00 per day or £15.00 for 2 day workshops. I would like to increase
the variety of kit we have to give participants a greater selection of kit to try. I have had a very
brief conversation with Tony Seddon about an arrangement where we can have some “demo”
harnesses for people to try, I will keep on with this in due course.
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Ian Patrick - CNCC Training O cer

Acting BCA Representative’s Report - Andrew Hinde
CRoW
Welsh Government accepted that it had acted illegally in denying caving a place on the Access
Forum. WG must pay costs to BCA . WG must publish a statement ( consent order) by November
30th 2021.
Recent update – Oct 2021 - The BCA have appointed a QC to move the substantive case to a
judgement on caving being covered by the CRoW act ( since the WG forum we were banned from
has now completed its work).
BCA AGM
There was a discussion on the procedures for an on line AGM. It was decided to follow the same
procedure as the 2020 AGM

BCA AGM Sunday 10th October 2021
This AGM featured one of the rst contested elections for an o cer post. Apart from that there
was a raft of constitutional and housekeeping amendments brought forward by a BCA
constitution working group. The complexity of the order paper and voting arrangements was
beyond my comprehension on the day. However, the subsequent online assistance from the P&I
team on motions/amendments and voting procedure was excellent. Also some excellent work by
Andrew McCloud to get this hideous package of necessary work prepared for the AGM.

BCA E&T Representative’s Report - Mark Richards
There is nothing to report from last meeting. The chair of the group has stood down and currently
no one has come forward to take up this position.
However, one of the proposals put forward at the the recent BCA AGM and for members to vote
on is the following
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Merge the Training Committee and Equipment and Techniques Standing Committee into a
Working Group

PR and Communications O cer’s Report - Matt Ewles
News items since the last meeting that have been circulated via all the usual platforms (website,
mailing list, Facebook and UKCaving) include:
•
•
•
•
•

SRT Kit purchase for CNCC Training Course.
Aygill Caverns reopening (with thanks to the team involved).
A piece promoting the success of the cave photography workshop.
A general return-to-caving piece, with mention of Bowland caves (thus closing that action
item)
White Scar cave closure due to collapse beyond the showcave.

I put together a snippet about the success of the Three Counties Traverse; in fact, this has been
one of our most shared Facebook posts ever, and hopefully the rst of plenty of positive PR for
caving resulting from this achievement. It was a shame that some of those involved put out a
negative message about the CNCC, stating that we had refused to support the project, which is
an unfortunate misunderstanding. We expressed our reservations about the BCA-organised
jamboree, in the absence of any information about whether this was even wanted by the divers;
but at no point have we refused, or even been asked for support for the traverse event itself. I was
keen the misunderstanding was recti ed.
I have completed the framing of the 20x A3 cave photos; they look superb, and I have done
publicity on these to try to recruit volunteers to identify placements. So far, Tim Allen and Jon
Beavan have said they can nd a good home for some, and knowing their credentials, I have
every con dence they will do a great job. On their request, I have o ered three to High Borrans
Outdoor Education Centre, who regularly take people caving, and this seems like an excellent
place.
A reminder that I still have several copies of Caves and Karst Volume Two to hand out for PR/
good relations with landowners as we see t. Contact me if you have a good use.
I’ve also used the CNCC’s mailing list (281 people; up 47 since June) to keep cavers up to date.
This has included advertising the additional training sessions that Ian organised for October to
December, and general news/updates in July and September covering the various items above.
As mentioned in my last report, I have written an article for the Voice of the Moors (the magazine
of the North York Moors Association), which is now published (p12-13):
https://www.nyma.org.uk/_webedit/uploaded- les/All%20Files/Voice%20of%20the%20Moors/
VOICE-144%20Summer%202021.pdf
This will be a three-part feature, with a second article this Winter, and a third next Summer.
The short piece in The Visitor Magazine was published (p59):
https://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2021/04/The-Visitor-2021.pdf
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The Dalesman, who expressed interest, and who I submitted an article to, have gone quiet.

I may not be able to make this meeting as it clashes with a student weekend at Bull Pot Farm
which I am helping with. I have no intentions of being below the drink-drive limit by 9:30am on
Saturday.
Happy caving everyone!
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Webmaster’s Report - Gary Douthwaite
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Finally, although outside of my remit as PR/Communications, at the last meeting I agreed to make
contact with the National Trust to discuss the permit situation at Birks Fell, with an ultimate aim to
have this Access Land cave freed from the current restrictions. After some initial challenges
nding the right person, I have been pleasantly surprised by how communicative National Trust
have been. During an hour-long call, the lady had done plenty of research, and was informed,
friendly, understanding and helpful. Faith in large organisations has been restored! I have followed
up with them to address concerns about liability, and sensing their wish for some kind of
document, I drafted a memorandum of understanding, similar to that of Langcli e Hall Estate, as
an example of the kind of documented arrangement that we could come to. They are currently
discussing the matter internally and with the tenant farmer. Unfortunately, it has been a few
months now, and other than an email apologising for the delay (back in August), I’ve heard
nothing. This matter is therefore on-hold but I hope it is still progressing within National Trust,
albeit slowly. Concerningly, I believe they are consulting some of their colleagues in Cheddar
Gorge, which may well end up back ring! I have asked for an agenda item to enable some
discussion, perhaps on what our course of action should be if the outcome is not positive, and
whether we should take a similar course of action to Langcli e Hall Estate (i.e. politely decline to
continue to administer access).

